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DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a heat pump system according to the preamble of 
claim 1 and to a method for supplying heat to a consumer according to the preamble of claim
13. Such a system and such a method is known e.g. from US 6 681 593 B1.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Heat pumps have the ability to move thermal energy from one environment to another. 
In general, heat pumps work as follows: the refrigerant, in its gaseous state, is pressurized and 
circulated through the system by a compressor. On the discharge side of the compressor, the 
now hot and highly pressurized vapor is cooled in a heat exchanger (preferably a condenser) 
until it condenses into a high pressure, moderate temperature liquid. The condensed 
refrigerant then passes through a pressure-lowering device such as an expansion valve. The 
low pressure, liquid refrigerant leaving the expansion valve enters another heat exchanger 
(preferably an evaporator), in which the fluid absorbs heat and boils. The refrigerant then 
returns to the compressor and the cycle is repeated. The evaporator extracts heat from a heat 
source and the condenser supplies heat to a heat consumer.

[0003] In case of geothermal heat pumps, the heat of the ground, groundwater or surface 
water is used as heat source for in most cases heating buildings. The thermal recharge of the 
heat source rely on the migration of heat from the surrounding geology and the seasonal 
temperature cycles at ground level. Two common types can be distinguished, namely open 
loop systems and closed loop systems.

[0004] In an open loop system the natural water from a well (groundwater or surface water) is 
pumped into an heat-exchanger of the heat pump circuit containing a refrigerant. The specific 
heat of the water is extracted and the cooled water is returned to a separate injection well, 
irrigation trench or body of water. The supply and return lines must be placed at sufficient 
distance from each other to ensure thermal recharge of the water heat source.

[0005] A disadvantage of the above open loop system is that, whereas extraction of latent heat 
would increase the output of the heat source, only specific heat can be extracted. One of the 
reasons is that ice formed by extraction of latent heat is very difficult being pumped again into 
the separate injection well, irrigation trench or body of water.

[0006] Another disadvantage of open loop systems is the size of the installation because of the 
high volume of circulating water required and the distance between the supply and return lines.
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[0007] Further, another disadvantage is that open loop heat pump systems depend on the 
local legislation with regards of the use of ground and surface waters.

[0008] In a closed loop system the heat pump circulates a liquid or a refrigerant through the 
closed loop tubing in the underground or in a water reservoir to exchange heat.

[0009] Although latent heat of the water in the ground can be extracted, a severe limitation 
however is that the heat flux in the underground is predominantly limited by the thermal 
conductivity of the ground and the formation of ice-layers sticking around the tubing of the 
loop.

[0010] Another disadvantage of closed loop systems is the size of the ground heat exchangers 
and the size of the water reservoir because of the required amount of heat stored in the 
underground or in the water reservoir to supply sufficient heat during the winter period. An 
example thereof is described in DE440599. The size of the water reservoir is an important 
restriction to apply the technology in densely populated areas.

[0011] In an attempt to enhance the ice melting again thereby reducing the required size of the 
reservoir, additional heat sources such as solar panels can be added as described in patent 
EP1807672, which makes recharging the reservoir more complex and expensive.

[0012] Another example of ice melting in a closed loop system is described in US6681593, 
using a shallow pool with heat extractors for extracting latent heat and bristle brush conveyors 
for removing floating pieces of ice from the pool into the reservoir. Obviously, such system is 
complex, expensive and the shallow pool occupies additional surface area.

[0013] Further, another disadvantage of a closed loop heat pump system is that per definition 
external waters containing waste heat energy such as domestic waste water cannot be used 
as heat source to supply latent heat instead of specific heat.

[0014] Reference can be made to following patents, DE 2952541 A1, DE10114257 A1, DE 
102010006882 A1, DE 202004006853 U1, EP1807672, US 6904976 B2, W02009123458 A1 
encountering the disadvantages mentioned above.

[0015] Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide a heat pump system 
delivering equal or improved performance compared to known heat pump systems with smaller 
heat source reservoirs compared to the current heat pump systems.

[0016] It is also an object of the present invention to provide a heat pump system having 
suitable characteristics for use in urbanized areas in particular in areas suffering from lack of 
building space.

[0017] Another object of the present invention is to provide a heat pump system less suffering 
from heat flux limitation due to ice formation.
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[0018] Another object of the present invention is to provide a heat pump system allowing less
complex and expensive recharge of the heat source, in particular allowing recharging during
warm seasons.

[0019] Further, another object of the present invention is a heat pump system allowing use of 
rain water as well as waste heat energy in waste liquids as a heat source, in particular 
domestic waste water.

[0020] In addition, it is an object of the present invention to provide a heat pump system being 
less independent on the local legislation with regards of the use of ground and surface waters.

[0021] In addition, it is an object of the present invention is to provide a heat pump system 
allowing generation of heat during electrical off-peak hours.

[0022] The present invention addressed the above objects by proposing a heat pump system 
comprising the features of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The present invention is directed to a heat pump system comprising amongst others a 
heat-exchanger extracting latent heat from liquid stored in a reservoir, thereby forming ice 
slurry, and means for delivering said heat to a heat consumer, wherein the heat pump system 
comprises random input of extrinsic liquid into the reservoir and means for removing ice slurry 
stored in the reservoir outward the system.

[0024] Extrinsic liquid is defined as liquid originating from one or more sources external to the 
system and not from a recirculation loop wherein liquid originating from said removed ice slurry 
is recycled to the reservoir. Random input is understood as a supply on regular or irregular, - 
depending on availability of the extrinsic liquid -, moments in time of any kind of extrinsic liquid.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

FIG 1 illustrates an embodiment of a heat pump system in accordance with the present 
invention.

FIG 2 illustrates an embodiment of a heat pump system in accordance with the
invention wherein the heat-exchanger is located outside the reservoir.

FIG 3 illustrates an embodiment of a heat pump system in accordance with the

present

present
invention additionally comprising a cooling circuit adapted for delivering cold to a cold
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consumer by circulating liquid and/or ice slurry stored in the reservoir.

FIG 4 illustrates an embodiment of a heat pump system in accordance with the present 
invention, additionally comprising a cooling circuit adapted for delivering cold to a cold 
consumer and delivering heat to the reservoir.

FIG 5 illustrates an embodiment of a heat pump system in accordance with the present 
invention for use in an urbanized area.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0026] In a first embodiment in accordance with the present invention and as illustrated in FIG 
1, a heat pump system is provided comprising an heat-exchanger (A) extracting latent heat 
from liquid stored in a reservoir, thereby forming ice slurry (F), and means for delivering said 
heat to a heat consumer (C), wherein the heat pump system comprises random input of 
extrinsic liquid (E) into the reservoir (B) and means (J) for removing ice slurry stored in the 
reservoir outward the system
In the context of the present invention, random input of extrinsic liquid may be input on regular 
or irregular, - depending on availability of the extrinsic liquid -, moments in time of any kind of 
extrinsic liquid, i.e. liquid brought into the reservoir from anywhere outside the heat pump 
system and containing a certain amount of thermal energy. Examples may be input of collected 
rainwater, domestic waste water, seawater, process water or fluids from any kind of 
manufacturing or industrial activity (inclusive food industry).

[0027] The system of the invention differs from the closed loop systems known in the art, in 
that the extrinsic liquid added to the reservoir originates from external sources, and not from a 
recirculation loop. In other words, the ice slurry removed from the reservoir is not a source of 
extrinsic liquid. For this reason, the size of the reservoir does not need to contain an amount of 
liquid sufficient for extracting latent heat during a whole winter period. The size of the reservoir 
can thus be reduced in comparison to closed loop systems.

[0028] The system of the invention differs from most of the open loop systems known in the art 
in that the supply of extrinsic liquid is random, i.e. the supply is not controlled as in open loop 
systems where ground water is pumped into the reservoir at a given rate. The supply thus 
depends on the availability of sources of extrinsic liquid. Therefore, the source of the extrinsic 
liquid is preferably not a single source but a plurality of sources, such as rainwater, domestic 
water, etc as indicated above. Another difference is that in most open loop systems existing 
today, no latent heat is extracted and no ice slurry is removed. In the system of the invention, 
ice slurry is removed outward the system.

[0029] Another difference with some open loop systems known in the art is that the ice slurry 
formed by the heat ex-changer stored in the reservoir, where a portion of it remains, while 
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another portion is removed outward the system. The remaining portion extracts heat from the 
soil around the reservoir and/or from the inflow of extrinsic liquids. Consequently, the ice slurry 
will at least partially melt and becomes a heat source again containing latent heat, while the 
other portion of the stored ice slurry is removed outward the system and replaced by an 
equivalent volume of extrinsic liquid containing latent heat. This cyclic process of a semi open 
loop system results in a random at least partially recharging of the heat source.

[0030] The invention is thus also related to a method for supplying heat to a consumer 
comprising the steps defined in claim 13.

[0031] The extrinsic liquid used in the method, as well as the random supply are defined and 
exemplified as described above in relation to the system of the invention.

[0032] The ice slurry is stored in the reservoir either by remaining in the reservoir if the heat 
exchanger is immersed in the reservoir or by returning to it if the heat exchanger is located 
outside the reservoir.

[0033] The means for delivering heat to a heat consumer comprise a refrigerant (not shown in 
the figures), a heat exchanger (which preferably may be a condenser), a compressor, a 
pressure-lowering device such as an expansion valve and another heat-exchanger (which 
preferably may be an evaporator).

[0034] The refrigerant may be all kinds of refrigerants used in conventional heat pump, 
refrigerating, or air-conditioning systems, both for domestic or industrial use. The refrigerant 
may be a liquid, a mixture of different liquids (e.g. water/glycol mixture), a gas, a liquid 
evaporating into a gas and condensing again, a solution of solids into a liquid, etc.

[0035] The random input of extrinsic liquid provides additional thermal energy to the reservoir, 
which will be used for extracting latent heat from, and optionally for melting ice in the ice slurry 
remaining (i.e. being stored) in the reservoir.

[0036] Nearby the surface of the heat-exchanger the liquid will decrease in temperature 
towards its phase change temperature and will crystallize, resulting in formation of an ice slurry 
(for sake of easy reading "ice" is understood as the solid phase of any type of liquid used in 
accordance with the present invention). In contrast with ice layers sticking at the surface of the 
heat-exchanger, ice slurry can be removed or pumped away. As a result the performance of 
the heat exchange process of the heat-exchanger is maintained and the ice slurry can be 
replaced by new liquid containing latent heat. In this way there is no need for a reservoir 
containing an amount of water sufficient for extracting latent heat during a whole winter period, 
and consequently the size of the reservoir may be reduced.

[0037] Input of extrinsic liquid and removal of ice slurry, may optionally be assisted by other 
means for avoiding ice layer formation and enhance ice slurry formation, such as means for 
keeping the liquid moving, e.g. a stirrer installed in the reservoir, a circulation circuit, or an
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overflow connection from the reservoir to a drain (see also FIG 1).

[0038] In accordance with the present invention, the heat pump system comprises means for 
removing ice slurry outward the system. Ice slurry floating at the liquid surface can be removed 
by for example an overflow, optionally combined with for example a scraping mechanism 
installed in the reservoir.

[0039] The heat-exchanger may be immersed or may be located outside the reservoir.

[0040] In case being immersed, the heat-exchanger may be directly extracting latent heat from 
the reservoir to a second circuit.

[0041] In case being located outside the reservoir as illustrated in FIG 2, the heat-exchanger is 
part of both a second circuit and a first circuit, wherein the first circuit comprising a pump (G) 
for circulating the liquid stored in the reservoir through the heat-exchanger and wherein the 
heat-exchanger extracts latent heat from the first circuit towards the second circuit delivering 
heat to a heat consumer.

[0042] The heat-exchanger used in the present invention may be any type of heat-exchanger 
suitable for being immersed in a reservoir directly delivering latent heat from the reservoir to a 
second circuit, or any type of heat-exchanger suitable for transferring latent heat from a first 
circuit towards a second circuit delivering heat to a heat consumer.

[0043] Preferably, the heat-exchanger may be adapted for removing ice slurry, meaning that 
the heat-exchanger is adapted for forcing ice sticking at its surface again into the reservoir or 
into the first circuit. An example of such heat-exchanger may be a scraped surface exchanger, 
where a screw scrapes ice crystals formed on the inside surface of the heat exchanger 
producing ice slurry.

[0044] Preferably, the heat-exchanger may be an evaporator, which may contribute to 
increased performance of the heat pump system.

[0045] The liquid stored in the reservoir and the extrinsic liquid may comprise rain water, 
domestic waste water, seawater, manufacturing or industrial process water or fluids (waste or 
not waste), or combinations thereof. Consequently, the reservoir may be a rain water collector, 
a domestic waste water collector, a processing tank, cooling tanks, etc. Obviously, ground 
water and surface water may be also used but an advantage of the present invention is that 
thermal energy of rain water and/or waste waters can be used without being dependent on the 
local legislation with regards of the use of ground and surface waters.

[0046] In an embodiment of the present invention, the heat pump system may additionally 
comprise a cooling circuit.

[0047] Such cooling circuit (K) may be adapted for delivering cold to a consumer by circulating 
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liquid and/or ice slurry stored in the reservoir as illustrated in FIG 3. For example in summer, 
when the temperature of the soil is lower than the ambient temperature, the liquid having soil 
temperature, may be circulated for cooling a consumer's premises, while keeping heating the 
consumer's domestic water.

[0048] As illustrated in FIG 4, such cooling circuit (K) may be adapted not only for delivering 
cold to a cold consumer (D), but also for delivering heat to the reservoir. In this case a 
refrigerating or air-conditioning system may be implemented for extracting heat at a cold 
consumer's premises.

[0049] In a particular embodiment, the cold consumer and the heat consumer may be the 
same entity, for example a consumer extracting heat from its refrigerating and freezing rooms, 
storing the heat in the reservoir, and delivering at least part of it to rooms to be heated.

[0050] In accordance with the present invention, the heat pump system may comprise a 
plurality of heat-exchangers, a plurality of second circuits for delivering heat to a plurality of 
heat consumers, and a plurality of first circuits circulating liquid stored in a common reservoir. 
Optionally, the plurality of heat-exchangers may be installed at the premises of the plurality of 
heat consumers. For example each individual heat consumer may have an individual heat
exchanger installed (and a circulation pump) and appropriate tubing for extracting heat from a 
common reservoir (e.g. a common rain water collector beneath the road). This embodiment 
may be very advantageous in urbanized areas wherein lack of building space is a severe 
limitation for using heat pump heating.

[0051] Alternatively, also a plurality of first circuits circulating liquid stored in a plurality of 
reservoirs may be used. In case several types of liquid may not be mixed, it would be 
advantageous to store separately rain water, domestic waste water, or process water, etc. and 
to provide a respective extrinsic liquid input for each reservoir.

[0052] As explained already above, the reservoir or a number of the plurality of reservoirs may 
be incorporated in the soil, using, besides thermal energy from input of extrinsic liquid, also 
geothermal energy for heating the reservoir(s). Alternatively, they may be installed anywhere 
else optionally making use of any kind of waste heat sources or ambient heat for heating the 
reservoir(s).

[0053] Further, by controlling the circulation pump feeding the heat-exchanger, the heat 
generation can be regulated based on the demand or the electrical off-peak hours to run the 
heat pump system. In this case the reservoir(s) may be used for storing heat to be delivered 
during electrical off-peak hours.

EXAMPLE 1 illustrates the reduced reservoir size of a heat pump system in accordance 
with the present invention compared to conventional systems:
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[0054] An average Belgian house of 150 m2, occupied by 4 residents, isolated conform the
current local regulations, exposed to the average Belgian weather conditions requires a
reservoir of approximately 20 000 - 25 000 liters to supply heat for heating the house and for
generating domestic hot water. The reservoir is incorporated in the soil requiring a ground level
surface of less than a parking place for 1 car.

EXAMPLE 2 illustrates the application of a heat pump system in accordance with the 
present invention in urbanized areas:

[0055] The rainwater pit to supply water for the heat pump can be used by several users. The 
rainwater must then be distributed by a rainwater distribution loop. The rainwater reservoir is 
installed under the asphalt of the public road and is integrated with the other utility supplies and 
drain systems. Since the surface to collect rainwater is an important parameter in the design 
and sizing of the rainwater pit, it is beneficial to use the surface of the public road combined 
with the surfaces of the roofs of the houses to collect as much as possible rainwater. The 
system becomes now a public utility system that is explored and maintained by for example a 
public or private held utility company. It makes the use of heat pumps feasible in densely 
populated areas, which is almost impossible with the traditional heat pump technology.

EXAMPLE 3 illustrates the application of a heat pump system in accordance with the 
present invention for industrial users:

[0056] A lot of industrial complexes have large parking spaces and many square meters of flat 
roofs which are ideal to collect rainwater feeding the rainwater reservoirs. Often these 
complexes have also retention pits to assure a controlled drain of rainwater preventing floods 
in case of heavy rainfall. These retention pits can be transformed to rainwater reservoir feeding 
heat pumps and become useful from an energy supply perspective.

[0057] In case the industrial activities are using cold rooms to store products as part of the 
supply chain or manufacturing process, the ice slurry can be used as cold source. The water - 
ice mixture in the rainwater reservoirs is not only suitable to supply latent heat for heating the 
building but it can also be used to supply cold for the cold rooms. In winter time this becomes a 
double win situation because the heat is extracted out of the cold room and is then used to 
heat the building. The rainwater acts as an energy carrier and an energy storage medium that 
compensates the gap between the supply and the demand of heat or cold which means less 
wasted energy.

REFERENCES CITED IN THE DESCRIPTION
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PATENTKRAV

1. Varmepumpesystem, der omfatter

- en beholder (B) til oplagring af væske og isopslæmning,

- en varmeveksler (A), der udtrækker latent varme fra den væske, der er oplagret i 

beholderen (B), hvorved isopslæmningen (F) dannes, hvilken varmeveksler enten er anbragt 

inde i beholderen eller uden for beholderen og er en del af et kredsløb, der omfatter en pumpe 

(G) til cirkulation af væske,

- en varmepumpe, der overfører den udtrukne varme (i) til et kølemiddel, der cirkulerer 

i sløjden omfattende varmeveksleren (A), og (ii) fra kølemidlet til en varmeforbruger (C), 

kendetegnet ved, at varmepumpesystemet omfatter

- midler (J), der muliggør fjernelse af en del af den isopslæmning, der er oplagret i 

beholderen, ud af systemet, og

- et indløb (E) til udskiftning af den fjernede del ved vilkårlig tilførsel af ydre væske til 

beholderen, hvilken ydre væske er væske, der stammer fra én eller flere kilder eksternt for 

systemet og som ikke stammer fra en recirkulationssløjfe, hvor væske, der stammer fra den 

fjernede isopslæmning føres tilbage til beholderen.

2. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 1, hvor varmeveksleren omfatter midler til fjernelse af 

isopslæmning fra dens overflade ind i beholderen eller ind i kredsløbet for cirkulation af 

væsken.

3. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 2, hvor varmeveksleren er en varmeveksler med 

overfladeskrabning.

4. Varmepumpesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor 

varmeveksleren er en fordamper.

5. Varmepumpesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor den ydre 

væske omfatter regnvand, husholdningsspildevand, procesvand eller -fluid, eller en 

kombination deraf.

6. Varmepumpesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, der endvidere 

omfatter et kølekredsløb (K) tilpasset til levering af kulde til en kuldeforbruger (D) og levering
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af varme til beholderen.

7. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 6, hvor kølekredsløbet er et køle- eller 

luftkonditioneringssystem.

8. Varmepumpesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, der omfatter en 

flerhed af varmevekslere, en flerhed af varmepumper til levering af varme til en flerhed af 

varmeforbrugere, og en flerhed af kredsløb til cirkulation af væske, der er oplagret i en fælles 

beholder.

9. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 8, hvor flerheden af varmevekslere er monteret på 

lokaliteterne for flerheden af varmeforbrugere.

10. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 1 til 7, der omfatter en flerhed af kredsløb til 

cirkulation af væske, der er oplagret i en flerhed af beholdere.

11. Varmepumpesystem ifølge krav 10, hvor der i hver af beholderne separat er oplagret 

regnvand, husholdningsvand, procesvand eller procesfluid.

12. Varmepumpesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor beholderen 

eller et antal af flerheden af beholdere er indbygget i jorden.

13. Fremgangsmåde til tilførsel af varme til en forbruger, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter 

følgende trin:

- tilførsel af væske til en beholder (B),

- udtrækning af latent varme fra væsken ved hjælp af en varmeveksler i 

varmevekslingskontakt med beholderens væske, og overførsel af varmen til et kølemiddel, der 

cirkulerer i en sløje omfattende varmeveksleren, hvorved der dannes en isopslæmning,

- overførsel af varmen fra kølemidlet til forbrugeren,

- lagring af den dannede isopslæmning i beholderen (B), således at den smelter mindst 

delvist, og genanvendelse heraf som en varmekilde igen, der indeholder latent varme, 

kendetegnet ved, at fremgangsmåden endvidere omfatter følgende trin:

- fjernelse af en del af den oplagrede isopslæmning fra beholderen ud af systemet og 

som ikke tilbageføres til beholderen, og
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- udskiftning af den fjernede isopslæmning ved vilkår tilførsel af ydre væske, hvorved 

der vilkårligt tilvejebringes supplerende termisk energi til beholderen til udtrækning af latent 

varme fra den ydre væske, der er ikke er væske, der stammer fra én eller flere kilder eksternt 

for systemet, og som ikke stammer fra en recirkulationssløjfe, hvor væske, der stammer fra den

5 fjernede isopslæmning, tilbageføres til beholderen.
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